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Lutherstadt Wittenberg

Lutherstadt Wittenberg
In the early decades of the 1500s
the gathering and interaction of a
remarkable group of Renaissance
men, in the confines of a town
of a few thousand people,
thrust Wittenberg from regional
significance to the forefront of
Europe. Five hundred years ago,
the town on the Elbe became the
cauldron for one of Europe’s two
most significant revolutions.

The central figure was the monk and
theology professor Martin Luther, troubled
by what he saw as abuses rife in the Roman
Catholic church. In 1517, Luther drew up 95
propositions and ¬– according to stories of
the period – nailed them to the door of the
church attached to the new Wittenberg castle,
and so known as the Schloßkirche.
It was a critical moment in European history,
setting in motion events that would split
Europe. Wittenberg became the cradle of
a religious revolt. Luther was not the first
would-be reformer, but he was the most
effective.
Wittenberg, now in Sachsen-Anhalt, was
until the early 16th century best known as
the court of the Wettin elector princes of
Saxony — otherwise known as the dukes
of Saxe-Wittenberg — who had taken over
from the Ascanian rulers in the 1420s.
Contemporary accounts of the town are rarely
complementary.
The Saxon elector Friedrich III ‘the Wise’
had appointed Luther and the humanist and
theologian Philipp Schwartzerdt (who for
his Greek scholarship came to be known
as Melanchthon) to his new Wittenberg
university. Luther was troubled by practices
such as priests selling absolution and
increasingly viewed the church of Rome as
corrupt. It needed reform, Luther reasoned, so
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RAVEN QUICK GUIDE
Tourist information & accommodation service: Wittenberg Information, Schloßplatz 2
(tel 03491-498610, info@lutherstadt-wittenberg.de, Apr-Oct M-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar M-F 10-16,
Sa-Su 10-14).
Money: Postbank Finanzcenter, corner Fleischerstraße & Wilhelm-Weber-Straße (M-F
9-12.30, 14-18, Sa 9-12); Sparkasse Wittenberg, Markt 20 (M-F 8.30-18, Sa 9-11.30);
Commerzbank, Jüdenstraße 39 (M-Tu & Th 9-13, 14-18, W 9-13, 14-16, F 9-13).
Lockers: Unavailable during Hauptbahnhof redevelopment.
Post: Corner Fleischerstraße & Wilhelm-Weber-Straße (M-F 9-12.30, 14-18, Sa 9-12).
Police: Juristenstraße 13A (tel 03491-4690).
Pharmacy: Apotheke am Collegienhof, Collegienstraße 74 (M-F 7.30-19, Sa 8-12); LucasCranach-Apotheke, Schloßstraße 1 (M-F 8-18, Sa 9-12).
Ambulance: tel 112.
Hospital: Evangelisches Krankenhaus Paul Gerhardt Stift, Paul-Gerhardt-Straße 42 (tel
03491-502770.
the humble worshipper could get closer to the
true meaning of God’s word. Luther became a
pastor in 1514 and began preaching his views.
To bring worshippers closer to the Bible,
Luther completed the first German translation
of the New Testament from a Greek original,
printed in Wittenberg in 1522. Over 30 years,
Luther studied the Bible, preached, travelled
and unfolded ideas that became the basis
of the Lutheran evangelical church. The
Roman Catholic church sought to restrain
Luther, and excommunicate him. But the
support of Friedrich, Friedrich’s brother
and successor Johann, and other influential
princes that helped keep Luther beyond the
grasp of Rome. In his later years he worked
on a translation of the Old Testament from
Hebrew. Key carriers of Reformation ideas
from other European countries came to
Wittenberg to study.
For the traveller, the centre of Wittenberg
is largely a collection of monuments
significant for their role in the Reformation
story and the lives of its main players.

Apart from Luther and Melanchthon, who
became Luther’s chief collaborator, there
was Luther’s supporter, the pastor Johannes
Bugenhagen, the leading Renaissance artist
Lucas Cranach the elder, who worked in the
city almost 40 years and depicted Luther’s
career, and Friedrich himself, who supported
Luther’s work and protected him while
maintaining his conventional Catholic faith.
Napoleon’s troops for a time occupied
Wittenberg and attacks by the town’s
liberators damaged or destroyed key
buildings. But today, parts of Wittenberg’s
Altstadt — the city’s so-called historic
mile — maintain a largely late Renaissance
appearance. This includes the Schloßkirche,
with a remade bronze door displaying
Luther’s theses, the Lutherhaus,
Melanchthon’s house, Cranach’s house and
studios, the Stadtkirche St Marien, where
Luther preached, Wittenberg’s university, the
Leucorea, and Markt, the town square where
statues of Luther and Melanchthon stand
today. Some of these have been remodelled
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The Allerheiligenkapelle, which came to be
known as the Schloßkirche (M-Sa 10-16,
Su 11.30-16), was built about 1500 on the
foundations a church with origins going back
to at least the 14th century. In a contemporary
account, Luther nailed his 95 theses to the
door in 1517 – but this cannot be verified. The
theses are reproduced in Latin on the present
door, cast in bronze in 1858 to record Luther’s
rebellion. The original door was destroyed,
along with much of the church, by damage
in 1760, during the Seven Years War. Further
damage in the Napoleonic wars was made
good by the architect Karl Friedrich Schinkel.
The 88m tower appeared at the end of the 15th
century, but much of the Gothicised interior
and the tower lookout, with the inscribed
Luther hymn A Powerful Fortress is Our God,
is later work to the designs of Friedrich Adler
at the order of the Prussian regime. Inside
the church, on either side before the choir,
are the graves of Luther and Melanchthon,
marked by bronze plates bearing epitaphs. The
church is also the resting place of Friedrich
— with a bronze monument by Peter Vischer
the younger — and Friedrich’s brother
and successor Johann ‘the Steadfast’, with
monument by Hans Vischer. Both Cranach
the elder and Albrecht Dürer contributed
altar paintings and there are portraits of the
reformers by Cranach the younger. Check with
the tourist office
about places on
guided tours
(generally M-F
13.30, Sa 10.30 &
13.30, Su 11.30
& 13.30, €4/2)
or times for free
organ recitals.
The climb to the
tower viewing
platform at 52m is
almost 300 steps.

by the Prussians, eager to revere Luther and
elevate and appropriate his memory. Now
known officially as Lutherstadt Wittenberg,
the city, with four UNESCO world heritage
sites, has since Prussian times stood as a
memorial to the Reformation.
In 2017, Wittenberg drew fresh attention
and new attractions to celebrate 500 years
since Luther’s revolt of the spirit.
Altstadt
The medieval town centre is north of the
Elbe. Collegienstraße parallels Mittelstraße,
running east-west through the medieval
town as far as Markt. The channel of the
Trajuhnscher Bach opens near Markt
and flows along its south side, where
Collegienstraße becomes Schloßstraße,
running towards the castle. The tower of the
Schloßkirche marks the Altstadt’s west end.

The Schloß was built by Friedrich III
in Renaissance style to replace the old
Ascanian castle — built about 1340
on the site of a castle known to have
existed in the 12th century — and
completed in 1525. The south wing
was destroyed in the Seven Years War
and the castle was used for storing
grain. It was again damaged late in the
Napoleonic wars, the complex was
reshaped by the Prussians in 1819.
Ethnography and nature museums
have been based inside, but extensive
rebuilding of the south wing was
ongoing early on 2017 to make way
for the Schloßkirche visitor centre and
seminary. The west portion is to house a
research library on the Reformation.

The Rathaus on Markt was built in
1535, during Luther’s lifetime, with
four facade gables in Renaissance
style with late Gothic touches. The
main entrance portal and the bell
tower come from a rebuilding in
the second half of the 16th century.
Dungeons were built below, cells and
torture equipment inside. Executions
would take place in the square
outside. The building was used as
a hospital in the 18th century, then
restored, and remained the centre of
civic administration until 2000.
On Markt, the Luther-Denkmal
(1821) and the MelanchthonDenkmal (1865) celebrate the
central figures of the Reformation.
The bronze Luther figure with
Bible and its iron canopy are by
two great German artists, Johann
Gottfried Schadow and Karl
Friedrich Schinkel, and link the
post-Napoleon Prussian regime
with the Reformation heritage.
Melanchton, cast by Friedrich
Drake, bears the scroll of the
Augsburg Confession.
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Information
During 2017, getting up-to-date information
will be especially important. The tourist office
Wittenberg Information at Schloßplatz 2 is
online at lutherstadt-wittenberg.de/service/
tourist-information, but updates there are not
always rapid. Another city information office
(May-Oct M-F 10-18, Nov-Apr M-F 10-16)
is in the Stadthaus at Mauerstraße 18.
The 80-page book Discovering Wittenberg
(€6) covers the city sights in two tours
and Lemstedt publishes the 48-page guide
Wittenberg in One Day (€4.95). At 32 pages,
The Historic Mile (€2.50) puts together the
main Reformation sites. The tourist office
also offers a small selection of inexpensive
books in English backgrounding Martin
Luther and Reformation history.
More on the 2017 World Reformation
Expo is available at r2017.org/en/getinvolved/world-reformation-exhibition,
including PDF downloads and special day
tickets to Wittenberg attractions.
Transport
Direct trains connect Wittenberg
Hauptbahnhof, east of the city centre) with
Berlin (about 80 minutes, every two hours
most days). ICE and IC services between
Berlin and Frankfurt am Main several times
daily provide direct links with Leipzig and
Halle. ICE and IC services between Berlin
and Nuremberg (several times daily) also
stop at Leipzig and Wittenberg (journey
about 30 minutes). Although Wittenberg lies
in the state Sachsen-Anhalt, the DB BerlinBrandenburg Ticket is valid for trips to and
from Berlin.
More frequent regional services connect
Wittenberg with Halle and Dessau (both
35 to 40 minutes, Dessau providing further
connections to Leipzig). Regional services
also stop at the Wittenberg Altstadt station,
closer to the centre.
Rebuilding of the Hauptbahnhof to
accommodate new buildings and an umbrella
canopy, planned for completion in 2017,
led to temporary arrangements and a lack of
station luggage lockers. A makeshift Deutsche
Bahn Reisezentrum (M-F 7.30-18.30, Sa
7-11.30, 12-15, Su 9.30-13.30, 14-17.30) has
been covering the gap.
Wittenberg is not served by long-distance
buses. For local services, Neuer Wittenberger
Busverkehr has set up its Info Büro (M-F
8-11.30, 12-16) at the Hauptbahnhof, sup

porting the Busbahnhof next to platform
1 with details of bus routes. City single
tickets (€1.30/1) and day tickets (€2.50) are
available. Taxis (tel 03491-666666 or
03491-400400) queue nearby.
Wittenberg street numbers run in sequence
up one side and down the other.

The recently renovated Stadtkirche St Marien
(also known as the Marktkirche, M-Sa 10-18, Su
11.30-18) where Luther, Melanchthon and Johannes
Bugenhagen preached, is the oldest building in
Wittenberg, with a 13th century Gothic facade. The
choir is 14th century and nave 15th century. The
chief artworks are Cranach the elder’s so-called
Reformation Altar (1547-48) and paintings. There are
many works depicting Luther and his ideas by Lucas
Cranach the elder and his son, including the painting
of the reformers in the vineyard, part of the epitaph
of the Wittenberg theologian Paul Eber, and family
epitaphs on Reformation themes. The oldest item is
the 1457 font by Hermann Vischer of Nuremberg,
showing the apostles. English texts explain the main
paintings. The tombs of Bugenhagen and Cranach the
younger are in the church.
The Cranach-Haus building at Markt 4, completed in 1506, was
the first Wittenberg home and workshops of Lucas Cranach the
elder. Many young artists of the period travelled here to work under
Cranach’s teaching. Cranach moved in 1518, but apparently later
repurchased the Markt property as a print shop, where Luther’s first
New Testament translation was published. He sold it in the 1540s.
The building was partly rebuilt in Baroque in the 1770s. In 1518
Cranach took over the many rooms and courtyard of Wittenberger
Hof at Schloßstraße 1, the town’s biggest residential complex,
now the Cranach-Hof. The east wing and rear were the studios.
The complex, which included a pharmacy, was enlarged to include
workshops in 1540, renovated again in the 18th and 19th centuries
and twice since 1997. Cranach left Wittenberg in 1550, ceding the
site to his son. It is again being used for art, printing and teaching,
while the pharmacy returned to the site in 1799. See also Museums.

MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
The Lutherhaus, (Apr-Oct M-Su 9-18, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-17, €8/6, families €14,
Melanchthonhaus combination ticket €10 for consecutive days) at Collegienstraße 54 was
opened in 1883. The exhibits explain the position of Wittenberg before the Reformation and
subsequent events. Contemporary artworks from the workshop of Lucas Cranach the elder
show the key personalities. Included are Luther’s study, a pulpit and monk’s habit he used,
family rooms, a biographical tour, artworks and a treasury – in all about 1000 exhibits. The
household management of Katharina von Bora and the lives of students who stayed with
the family are other themes, displayed in the cellars and accessible from the back, along
with the archaeology of older parts of the house near the cafe. The upper level shows
images of Luther and explains his legacy. Explanations are available in English.
The Melanchthonhaus (Apr-Oct M-Su 10-18, Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-17, €4/2.50, Lutherhaus
combination ticket €10 for consecutive days) at Collegienstraße 60 consists of the
preserved Renaissance residence, expanded into a museum of Melanchthon’s career
including manuscripts, artworks, his study, his family life and the chamber where he died.
Cranach-Haus (Apr-Oct M-Sa, 10-17, Su 13-17, Nov-Mar Tu-Sa 10-17, Su 13-17, €5/4) at
Markt 4 exhibits the life and work of Lucan Cranach the elder.
Cranach-Hof (M-F 9-12 & 13-17, Sa 10-13.30, entry free) at Schloßstraße 1 historical print
workshop shows Renaissance book publishing and binding techniques.
Luther 1517 – Wittenberg 360o (M-Su 10-18, €11/9/4) at the corner of Lutherstraße and
Wilhelm-Weber-Straße, is the latest cyclorama work by the artist Yadegar Asisi, opened
late in 2016 and showing in panorama form Wittenberg as it would have looked when
Luther began his revolt.
Museum der Städtischen Sammlung/Museum im Zeughaus (Tu-Su 9-17, combination
ticket €2/0.75/0.50) in the old armoury at Juristenstraße 16A features a historical model of
Wittenberg. Historischen Stadtinformation der Lutherstadt Wittenberg (Apr-Oct M-Su 9-18,
Nov-Mar Tu-Su 10-17, accessible under the combination ticket) brings together material
on the Ascanian dynasty — who ruled Wittenberg before the Wettins — at the place where
dynastic remains were found, the Franciscan monastery at Mauerstraße 18.
Everyday life in the German Democratic Republic under communism is the theme of Haus
der Geschichte in Wittenberg (Tu-Su 10-18, €6/4.50, families €15) at Schloßstraße 6.
House interiors from the 1950s to the 1980s are presented in a former residential building
and inn, later used as a kindergarten — reflected in the numerous exhibits of toys. The
former bar downstairs includes exhibits of Soviet equipment and aspects of Cold War
garrison life. There are no English texts, but the displays are practically self-explanatory.
The museums of the Schloß were under reconstruction early in 2017. Inquire at the tourist
office.

Tours
An audioguide in English with a tour of about
three hours can be hired at €7 (€50 deposit
required). A 90-minute group city tour at €65
can be arranged through the tourist office or
booked at lutherstadt-wittenberg.de/en, using
the city tour link.
From May to September 2017, as part
of the Reformation anniversary, the seven
Tore der Freiheit (Gates of Freedom)
installations scattered around the Altstadt
cover the themes of welcome, youth, culture,
ecumenism, peace and justice, spirituality and
globalisation. Online brochures are available
at www.r2017.org.
Views
The best Wittenberg view is from the
Schloßkirche tower (see the Schloßkirche
entry). The book-shaped so-called
Torraum Welcome (Welcome Gate), one
of the World Reformation Expo Tore der
Freiheit installations on the west side of the
Hauptbahnhof, is intended to provide a view
over the Altstadt from its upper platform. The
shape is intended to represent Luther’s Bible.
Parks & gardens
Stadtgraben, the city’s green belt, lines the
Altstadt, running along Berliner Straße and
Hallesche Straße around the Altstadt’s west
end. The church Luthergarten project south
of Wallstraße includes 500 trees from all
continents. At the north-west end is the tiny
zoo Tierpark Wittenberg (M-Su 9.3018), with enclosures of exotic primates, an
aquarium, and an aviary. Feeding is forbidden
and a donation of €1 per adult, €0.50 for
children, is requested.
Events
Luthers Hochzeit, the street festival
weekend in the second week of June,
celebrating the marriage of Luther and the
former nun Katharina von Bora, takes over
the town and restricts access to parts of
the Altstadt to all but ticket holders. Late
medieval or Renaissance costume is the
overwhelming dress code for stallholders and
many visitors. The many stalls have exhibits,
activities, food and products on medieval
themes. For ticket details, inquire at the
tourist office near the castle.
Markets
Wednesday is market day on Markt in the
centre of the Altstadt. But six days a week,
fresh produce and vegetarian products are
available at the Terra Verde store (M-F 9.3018, Sa 9-13) at Collegienstraße 26.
Food
Trattoria Toscana (tel 03491-433188, M-Su
11-24) at Mittelstraße 1 serves filling lunches
and dinners under €17, including pizza, pasta
and salads. Wittenberger Kartoffelhaus
Zum Schwarzen Bär (tel 03491-411200, SuTh 11-22, F-Sa 11-24) at Schloßstraße 2 is the
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Wittenberg’s university, founded by
the elector Friedrich III in 1502, was
known as the Leucorea. Friedrich
appointed Luther to teach philosophy
here in 1508. The so-called new
college building fronts Collegienstraße
62 and the old college is behind
through the portal. The university
was merged into the Martin-LutherUniversität Halle-Wittenberg in 1817
and in the Prussian period the complex
served as a barracks. After World War
I it was used as flats. The foundation
Leucorea reopened the site in 1994.
The three-storeyed Renaissance Melanchthonhaus (see also
Museums) at Collegienstraße 60 was the home of Philipp
Melanchthon, built 1536 with the help of the elector prince
Johann Friedrich. Melanchthon studied, taught and died here
and his family owned the house for almost 70 years. A panelled
oak entrance door, half-timbered interiors, and mostly wooden
door frames are features. The cellar is on two levels. Some
features, including the archway to the herb garden, main
staircase and some late 19th century furnishings, are later,
while the Renaissance stove was brought in about 1900.

The Collegium Augusteum, at the east end of
Collegienstraße was built at the orders of the elector
August I from 1565 — after Luther’s death — in the
former Augustinian cloisters and was used by the
university until its merger in 1816. From late in the
16th century until the merger the building also housed
the university library. It then reverted to being a purely
theological school. It is important as an architectural
survival of the 16th century — preserving its gabled
Renaissance east end — and the centre for the spread of
Reformation teachings. For 200 years the courtyard was a
botanical garden. Above the courtyard entrance are quotes
by Luther. The building was restored in the 1840s by the
architect Friedrich August Stüler and again in 2015.

The Lutherhaus, in the courtyard behind the Collegium Augusteum, was built as
Augustinian monastery 1504 and became the home of the monk Luther in 1508. But after
the Reformation was adopted in Wittenberg in 1522, the monastery was dissolved. Luther
lived there with his wife, the former nun Katharina von Bora, 1525-44 and was formally
gifted the building by the elector Johann in 1532. The ornate Hörsaal is a feature, along
with the Lutherstube, a living room that was part of the original house with wooden
interiors and furniture, and works by Cranach the elder. The Katharinen-Portal (1540)
was a gift from her to her husband. The building was used by the university from 1816
until 1883. The connected buildings, including university buildings, are all 16th century
but the present appearance of the house is shaped by the 19th century rebuilding of
Friedrich August Stüler. The house is now a museum of the Reformation (see Museums).
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place to find German regional varieties under
€20 a course. El Toro (tel 03491-6698228,
M-Su 11-15, 17-22), at Lutherstraße 15
just outside the Altstadt, presents itself as a
steakhouse but has variety including Mexican
dishes, fish and chicken, with all but the
biggest steaks under €20.
Accommodation
Lists of accommodation providers with
contacts are posted on the window of the
Busbahnhof Info Büro (see Transport).
The small, non-smoking family-operated
Pension Paula at Geschwister-Schöll-Straße
1A on the north fringe of the Altstadt offers
only six quiet rooms (single/double €35/52,
extra bed available) with shared bathroom
and toilet. The buffet breakfast is €5 per
person extra. Communal WLAN, parking,
garden and a kitchen are available. Book
using the city tourist office email (info@
lutherstadt-wittenberg.de) or the listing at the
HRS hotel booking site.
Pension an der Stadthalle (tel 034918730574, www.pension-stadthalle.de) at
Sternstraße 58, a 15-minute walk north of
the Altstadt, offers 17 simple rooms (single/
double/triple €42/65/80) with bathroom
and toilet, including breakfast. Parking and
bicycle storage are available. Keys may be
collected most hours by arrangement from
a box at the front door. Take bus 302 to
Stadthalle.
The CVJM hostel Herberge im
Gloecknerstift (tel 03491-889077, www.
gloecknerstift.de), at Fleischerstraße 17 just
inside the Altstadt, offers dorm beds to guests
aged under 27 at €26, 27 and over €30. For
double rooms, add €3 per person, for a single
room €10. Breakfast costs €5.50 per person
extra, but a common kitchen is also provided.
The big DJH hostel Jugendherberge
Wittenberg (tel 03491-505205) in the castle
complex at Schloßstraße 14 has beds with
breakfast at €23 (dorms up to six beds) to,
€26.25 (in double rooms) or €33 (singles).

Luther’s revolt brought him into direct
conflict with the Roman Catholic church.
In 1520 on the Luthereiche site near
the Elstertor city gate, now the corner of
Lutherstraße near the rail station, was an oak
where Luther burned a papal bull by Leo X,
threatening him with excommunication for
his reformist ideas. Luther also burned books
by his opponents. The present oak is from
1830. It had been customary in Luther’s time
to burn the clothes of plague victims outside
the gate.

